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ASK IF ATP SAMPLE AND FORM 1 [N=2,370]:
MISINFG Thinking about news and information online, including social media...

Which comes closer to your own view – even if neither is exactly right? [RANDOMIZE]

Feb 26-
Mar 11
2018
39 The U.S. government should take steps to restrict false information online, even if it limits people from freely publishing or accessing information
58 People’s freedom to publish and access information should be protected, even if it means false information can also be published
4 No Answer

ASK IF ATP SAMPLE AND FORM 2 [N=2,364]:
MISINFT Thinking about news and information online, including social media...

Which comes closer to your own view – even if neither is exactly right? [RANDOMIZE]

Feb 26-
Mar 11
2018
56 Technology companies should take steps to restrict false information online, even if it limits people from freely publishing or accessing information
42 People’s freedom to publish and access information should be protected, even if it means false information can also be published
2 No Answer